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November 2012 Newsletter Volume 2, Issue 10 

ALERT:  SHOW UP TUESDAY NOVEMBER 13, 2012 
THE BOARD WILL TAKE UP THE REVISED AG. CLUSTER 

SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE AND TAKE AWAY YOUR FUTURE 
By:  Michael Brown 

reserving A Ranch:  Imagine that you have a 

ranch somewhere in northern San Luis Obispo 

County on which you raise cattle, grow alfalfa, 

and have a vineyard.  For generations your 

family has worked to make the ranch work through 

changing economic times, severely increased 

competition, and an environment in which governments 

at all levels have imposed increasingly complicated tax, 

fee, and regulatory measures impacting not only farming 

and ranching, but the types of equipment which can be 

used, labor costs and reporting, and a byzantine array of 

financial and tax rules.  At this point you can foresee the 

time at which it will be difficult to physically undertake 

the daily work and provide hands on management.  

Moreover, two of your three children have become 

successful professionals, and although they love the rural 

lifestyle and appreciate their farming heritage, their 

careers require their more than full time commitment in 

distant urban centers. A third child wishes to succeed you 

and continue farming and ranching and to live out her life 

with her husband and young children on the property.  

The grapes that you put in some years ago have been a 

success, and industry experts have projected that a small 

tasting room in combination with the ability to host both 

for-profit and non-profit events would be successful.  A 

detailed pro-forma, which has been reviewed by several 

banks, has proven this opportunity out.  The facility 

already exists in the form of a beautiful, traditional late 

nineteenth century California barn.  A renovation of the 

barn that meets new County Events ordinance standards 

and the construction of required driveway access, 

parking, landscaping, fire, and other requirements will 

cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

 

Applying the Screws:  These opportunities in 

combination with the estate planning issues constitute a 

daunting combination of legal, financial, and emotional 

perils.  One of your children has advised that you should 

surrender and sell the property to a deep pockets LA type, 

move to northern Nevada, and enjoy life. Of course you 

would be surrendering your home, family heritage and 

deeply held values to a pack of vicious enviro-socialist 

parasites. Your preliminary conversations with the County 

Planning Department have been extremely disheartening and 

depressing.  Just the fees that will have to be paid to the 

Planning and Building Department, Fire Department, Public 

Works Department, Public Health Department, and the Air 

Pollution Control District to process an application so that it 

can be determined whether the necessary permits might be 

approved are daunting.  Additionally, and to process an 

application, you will need to hire a facilitator, civil engineer, 

surveyor, architect, hydrologist, biologist, and land use 

attorney.  Additionally, the County planner, just out of the 

UCSB School of Environmental Science, suggested, that 

given your location and the presence of certain listed 

species, you will be required to dedicate a portion of your 

property in perpetuity as a preserve under the County’s 

emerging Federally implanted Habitat Conservation Plan. 

 

A Potential Life Boat:  Several people have told you that 

one solution could be to apply for an agricultural cluster 

subdivision.  This is a program that the County has had for 

several decades under which a farmer or rancher could apply 

for a subdivision on five percent or less of the property.  If 

approved, the cluster subdivision would allow the formation 

of a limited number of residential lots.  Then, given the 

popularity of ranchettes and estates, it is possible that these 

home sites could be sold and the proceeds used to deal with 

the costs of your emerging business plan.  Moreover, several 

of the lots could be used for your children, who love the 

property and the lifestyle and while they must work in 

distant cities now, hope to return someday.  

 

Continued on page 2 . . .   
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The process for applying for an agriculture cluster 

subdivision is difficult and constitutes a roll of the dice.  

You could spend a lot of money on the application process 

and fail.  Worse yet, the County requires that in exchange 

for approval, you must dedicate the rest of the property 

(95%) as an agricultural preserve and/ or open space in 

perpetuity.  This government taking means that when the 

current problem recurs in terms of your grandchildren, there 

will be no solution.  Nevertheless, you plan on bringing the 

issue up during the Thanksgiving holiday period, when the 

whole family will be together. 

 

A Sudden Shock:  Shortly before Thanksgiving, you find 

out that on November 13, 2012, the San Luis Obispo County 

Board of Supervisors adopted the revised Agriculture 

Cluster Subdivision Ordinance which entirely eliminates any 

chance for you to apply for such a solution because the 

property is more than two road miles outside the boundary 

of an incorporated city or one of the unincorporated village 

urban limit lines (URLs).  It used to be five air miles.  The 

Board action has obliterated your chance to secure the future 

of the ranch, has devastated your daughter’s dreams, and, in 

effect, has just confiscated a significant portion of the 

current value of your property.  You’re astonished.  The 

Board of Supervisors has said that it wishes to preserve 

agriculture as one of its highest values and its Economic 

Plan Element has stated that it unequivocally would never 

take any action that would take private property without just 

compensation. 

 

Call to Action:  Of course the proposed Ag Cluster 

Subdivision rules are a tragedy for those directly impacted.  

They are a warning for everyone else.  If the Board of 

Supervisors can get away with doing this to one class of 

property owners now, it can eventually do it to everyone.  

Opposition is a matter of civic duty which extends beyond 

one’s personal situation.  It is the duty of every concerned 

citizen who believes in private property to appear at 1:30 

PM on November 13th in the Board of Supervisors’ 

Chambers and express their unmitigated and consummate 

outrage at this attack on private property and, ultimately, 

liberty.  The Board should be told to reject the proposed 

ordinance and send the existing ordinance back for revision, 

including the elimination of the oppressive ninety-five 

percent confiscation rule.  Remember, as Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer1 said, “Not to speak is to speak. Not to act is to 

act. ”  

 

The afternoon of November 13, 2012, is an opportunity to 

exercise civic responsibility and to resist the enviro-socialist 

juggernaut, which will eventually destroy all property rights 

and enslave us.  Take a few hours off and do whatever is 

necessary to appear. It’s not as bad as jumping out of an 

airplane at night into the Himalaya Mountains loaded down 

with 100 pounds of combat gear and ammo to defend your 

Country and property. (Although someone is.) 

  

There are many reasons to oppose the ordinance, as 

follows: 

 

1. The Planning Commission nor staff  (and especially the 

Board) has articulated any good reasons why the current 

ordinance should be made so much more restrictive.  No 

real problems (in terms of the County’s ostensible goal to 

preserve agriculture and open space) have been 

documented. In fact page 2-15 of the County’s own EIR 

indicates that only 367 parcels have been created under the 

program between 1986 and 2011.  

 

2. The property owners have not been adequately notified. 

In so far as we know there will only be a truncated 

summary official notice buried in the back pages of a 

newspaper. 

 

   3. Even though this proposed ordinance amendment 

contains many serious new restrictions and amplifies old 

restrictions, property owners have not been specifically 

notified. The County has relied on abbreviated newspaper 

legal notices.  Should the Board actually continue 

consideration of this ordinance, it should stop the process 

until every property owner in the agriculturally zoned 

areas and the rural land areas, who will lose the ability to 

even apply for an agricultural cluster subdivision, have 

been specifically noticed by letter with an explanation of 

the proposed ordinance.  

 

  4. The proposed ordinance will eliminate 998,674 acres 

from having any possibility of their respective owners 

from making an application for an ag. cluster subdivision. 

The orange areas on the map at the top of the next page 

indicate the areas from which the new ordinance would 

eliminate the current ability to apply for an ag. cluster 

subdivision in areas zoned agriculture. Presumably most 

of the areas to the east of the orange areas are zoned rural 

lands in which the ag cluster provisions are also entirely 

eliminated.  

 

__________________________________________________________ 

1 Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a German Lutheran pastor and anti-Nazi who realized 
that the lack of early resistance had helped allow the Nazis to take and 

consolidate power.  He was executed toward the end of World War II.  

Continued on Page 3 . . . . 
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Reasons for Opposition 

5. As noted in the environmental impact report, the new 

ordinance eliminates the potential of 6,275 houses from 

ever from being applied for let alone built. (See pages 2-

19 and 2-25 of the EIR.) The County EIR suggests that 

these foregone houses can be shifted to the cities and 

unincorporated villages. One question is whether or not 

the residents of neighborhoods in those areas will 

embrace higher densities to accommodate the Boards 

“smart growth” ideology. 

 

As we have noted constantly, the construction and 

occupation of estate houses and ranchettes are one of the 

most successful economic drivers within the County, 

and they serve as a great complement to agriculture.   

 

6. The  new ordinance perpetuates the existing land 

expropriation provision, which requires that 95% of the 

land in a parcel where 5% is allowed to have an ag 

cluster subdivision must be permanently and perpetually 

dedicated as agriculture and/or an open space.  This 

provision in the existing ordinance and which has been 

perpetuated in the proposed revised ordinance is overly 

confiscatory and essentially undermines the entire 

concept of private property. It does this by rendering 

much of it economically unusable (except for 

agriculture) and carries that provision forever into the 

future, foreclosing any modification given changes in 

the economy, society, and conditions in general.  In 

effect, it blackmails the agriculturalist who desires to use 

the subdivision provision into a deal with the devil in the 

form of the government.  This provision is rendered 

even more odious because the wording of the ordinance 

requires that the owner dedicate the land in the form of a 

permanent eternal Williamson Act easement and /or a 

perpetual easement to a “qualified public or private non-

profit organization as defined by the IRS.  This 

requirement reveals the ultimate purpose of at least the 

current lame duck majority of the Board of Supervisors 

and its leftist supporters, which is to gradually terminate 

the private ownership of land and convert it to the public 

domain. 

 

The potential of ag. cluster subdivisions in the areas 

zoned rural land (RL) is eliminated completely. 

 

       7. The EIR indicates that adoption of the ordinance will  

ultimately result in the permanent “protection” of 

125,000 acres of land. (Protection from whom)?  

Essentially, this means that the County is affirmatively 

and proactively confiscating 125,000 acres of private 

property by prohibiting its current owners and its 

successor owners in “perpetuity” forever using it for 

anything but agriculture (even if agriculture goes out of 

business or is no longer economical).  It is, in effect, 

converting it to perpetual open space.  

 

8.The new ordinance eliminates the density bonus 

provision which currently allows a few more homes in 

exchange for clustering.   

 

9. The current ordinance allows parcels as small as 

10,000 square feet to be created.  This makes sense for 

cluster subdivision because it minimizes the land being 

used.  It also provides an opportunity for creative 

housing development (perhaps affordable) while 

maintaining agricultural land.  The new ordinance raises 

the minimum size to 2.5 acres and then caps the 

maximum lot size at 5 acres.  This does not make sense 

in terms of either the economics or the ostensible 

provision of the ordinance.  Moreover, on very large 

rural parcels, it may be appropriate to have a cluster 

subdivision of larger acreages – that is, a cluster of 

ranchettes.  Why limit the flexibility?   

 

10. Each parcel must be limited to one single-family 

residence.  Secondary dwellings such as a guesthouse 

are not permitted.  Very often, a family seeking to 

establish a rural estate or ranchette would also be 

desirous of having a guesthouse.  For example, the 

owner of the main house might wish to have a 

guesthouse in which an aging parent could live.  

Similarly, the owner of the main house might wish to 

have a guesthouse in which a son or daughter could live 

as well.  For generations American farm families lived 

inter-generationally.  This was a very successful pattern, 

and strengthened family life and values.  Why is the 

 

Continued on Page 4 . . .  
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Board of Supervisors determined to attack this very 

traditional part of the American heritage? It should be 

noted that an existing agriculturally zoned lot may 

have a second residence. Under the new ag. rules and 

if an owner does somehow get approval for an ag. 

Cluster subdivision and wishes to develop a 2nd 

residence on an existing parcel, a lot must be 

extinguished from the ag. Cluster subdivision in 

exchange. 

 

11. The ordinance would forbid the cluster subdivision 

from having a community water system.  Each house 

must have its own well.  This seems strange in view of 

the Board’s concerns related to the Paso Water Basin.  

Studies of that basin, which resulted in the Board’s 

complete lockdown of creation of any new parcels, 

were in part justified because some scattered 

properties reported the need to drill their wells deeper.  

This in turn was attributed to the large water uptake of 

the burgeoning vineyard industry.  The vineyards 

typically drill deeper wells.  During the discussion it 

was pointed out that in the Central Valley, one 

creative solution was that farmers with large pumps 

and well fields were able to help individual residents 

of the area by banding together to create a voluntary 

association to distribute water.  In that discussion the 

Board actually asked staff to take a look at that 

possibility and return for a policy discussion.  This 

ordinance would appear to prevent that eventuality, at 

least in the case of future agricultural cluster 

subdivisions.   

 

Many other onerous, costly, and property rights eroding 

provisions are included.  The Board may try to take credit 

for allowing an amendment to the Coastal Zone Ordinance, 

which would allow ag. cluster subdivisions in limited 

portions of the coastal zone where none had been permitted 

previously.  This minor concession (although severely 

limited) should not be used to camouflage the severe and 

debilitating provisions in the revised inland ordinance.  In 

the end, the issue is clearly the confiscation of private 

property without just compensation and conversion of more 

and more rural lands into public domain. 

 

Only one thing counts:  Anyone who thinks they remotely 

care about this issue should show up on November 13th and 

confront the bureaucrats and Supervisors protractedly and 

vigorously.   Do not get sucked in to compromises and 

language tweaking. The proposed ordinance should go 

away or the County officials should go away.   

 

Only One Thing Counts:  Show Up! 
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want to welcome this groundbreaking scientific 

expedition to the savage lands of the Left Coast. 

You are here in California to answer an important 

theoretical question and now you have your answer. 

 

Yes, this is what Barack Obama’s second term would look 

like.  

 

Study it. Fear it. And then go home and make sure that it 

never happens to the rest of the country.  

 

Of course, in spite of all of its problems, California is still 

one of the best places in the country to build a successful 

small business. All you have to do is start with a successful 

large business.  

 

Laugh if you will, but as you whistle past this cemetery, do 

heed the medieval epitaph: “Remember man as you walk by, 

as you are now so once was I; as I am now so you will be.”  

 

Mark that well, because if we lose this struggle for the future 

of our country, you too someday will live in a California – 

only without the nice climate.  

 

Bad policies. Bad process. Bad politics. Those are the three 

acts in a Greek tragedy that tell the tale of how, in the span 

of a single generation, the most prosperous and golden state 

in the nation became an economic basket case.  

 

When my parents came to California in the 1960’s looking 

for a better future, they found it here. The state government 

consumed about half of what it does today after adjusting for 

both inflation and population. HALF. We had the finest 

highway system in the world and the finest public school 

system in the country. California offered a FREE university 

education to every Californian who wanted one. We 

produced water and electricity so cheaply that some 

communities didn’t bother to meter the stuff. Our 

unemployment rate consistently ran well below the national 

rate and our diversified economy was nearly recession-

proof.  

 

One thing – and one thing only – changed in those years: 

public policy. The political Left gradually gained dominance 

over California’s government and has imposed a disastrous 

agenda of radical and retrograde policies that have destroyed 

the quality of life that Californians once took for granted. 

  

The Census bureau has reported for the better part of the 

decade that California is undergoing the biggest population 

exodus in its history, with many fleeing to such garden spots 

as Nevada, Arizona and Texas. Think about that. California 

is blessed with the most equitable climate in the entire 

Western Hemisphere; it has the most bountiful resources 

anywhere in the continental United States; it is poised on the 

Pacific Rim in a position to dominate world trade for the 

next century, and yet people are finding a better place to live 

and work and raise their families in the middle of the 

Nevada Nuclear Test Range.  

 

I submit to you that no conceivable act of God could wreak 

such devastation. Only acts of government can do that. And 

they have.   

 

We conservatives espouse principles of individual liberty, 

free markets, constitutionally limited government, fiscal 

responsibility, the protection of natural rights – not out of 

some slavish devotion to ideology, but because all human 

experience has shown these principles to be the most certain 

means to achieve a prosperous and happy society. If you 

want to see the opposite of that – come to California.  

 

James Madison said the trickiest question the Constitutional 

convention confronted was how to oblige a government to 

control itself. History records not a single example of a 

nation that spent, borrowed and taxed its way to prosperity; 

but it offers us many, many examples of nations that spent 

and borrowed and taxed their way to economic ruin and 

bankruptcy. And history is screaming this warning at us: that 

nations that bankrupt themselves aren’t around very long, 

because before you can provide for the common defense and 

promote the general welfare and secure the blessings of 

liberty – you have to be able to pay for it.  

 

California may not have invented deficit spending but we 

certainly refined it into a science. Before the crash of 2008, 

when California was taking in more money than ever in its 

history, it was already running a nine billion dollar deficit, 

under a Republican governor elected on the pledge to “cut 

up the credit cards.”  

________________________________ 
1 This Speech was given to The Council for National Policy in October 2011. (CNP, 

is  a nonpartisan, educational foundation organized under Section 501(c)(3) of the 

Internal Revenue Code. It does not lobby Congress, support candidates, or issue 
public policy statements on controversial issues.  Its members are united in their 

belief in limited government, a strong national defense, and support for traditional 

western values. They meet to share the best information available on national and 
world problems, know one another on a personal basis, and collaborate on 

achieving their shared goals.          

 

Continued on Page 6 . . .  
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By Representative Tom McClintock 
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Federal spending increased 26 percent in the last three years 

literally consuming and squandering the wealth of the nation 

at the worst possible time. Yet consider this: from July of 

2005 to July of 2008, California increased its spending by 31 

percent, under a Republican governor elected on the pledge 

to “stop the crazy deficit spending”. You can see how well 

that’s worked for us.  

 

If stimulus spending, massive deficits and burgeoning 

government bureaucracies were the path to economic 

prosperity, California should be leading the nation from the 

top rather than from the bottom. After we lost the nation’s 

triple-A credit rating this summer specifically because of 

chronic deficit spending, it should surprise no one that 

California suffers the lowest bond rating in the nation for 

precisely the same reason.  

 

Our regulatory burdens are also years ahead of the rest of the 

nation – we’ve had our own version of Cap and Trade on the 

books for five years now, and even though the bulk of these 

restrictions yet to take effect, investors make decisions every 

day anticipating their impact.  

 

This has already proven utterly devastating to energy 

generation, cargo and passenger transportation, cement 

production, construction, wine making, agriculture and 

manufacturing. When he signed this legislation, Gov. 

Schwarzenegger promised that this would produce a 

cornucopia of new green jobs.  

 

How’s that working out? Up until the autumn of 2006, 

California’s unemployment rate tracked fairly steadily with 

the national unemployment numbers. But beginning in that 

quarter, California’s unemployment rate moved steadily 

beyond the national numbers. Today it stands at 12.1 percent 

– three full points above the national rate. You can’t blame 

the national economy for that – you have to find something 

specific to California that occurred in the autumn of 2006 to 

explain this divergence. I submit that the only significant 

event in that period was the signing of AB 32.   

 

And I should note that although we’ve devastated 

California’s once recession-proof economy with these 

ridiculous regulations, the Earth stubbornly continues to 

warm and cool as it has for billions of years.  

 

I mentioned water and electricity so cheap that some 

communities didn’t meter the stuff. There’s a reason for that: 

California had embarked on an aggressive program of 

hydroelectric and nuclear power construction that promised 

an era of clean, cheap and abundant electricity. But 

beginning with the first “small is beautiful” administration 

of Jerry Brown, these programs were abandoned in favor of 

“green energy.” We now have the most stringent renewable 

energy requirements in the nation  

 

Which helps explain why California is the home to such 

stunning green energy success stories as Solyndra. We have 

among the highest electricity prices in the continental United 

States. We have the lowest per-capita electricity 

consumption in the nation as well. And every day, our 

government spends part of our sky-high electricity bills to 

lecture us to conserve more.  

 

We completed our last major dam in 1979. Last year, 

environmentalists diverted 200 billion gallons of water from 

central valley agriculture for the enjoyment and amusement 

of the Delta Smelt – a three-inch long minnow that has 

become the environmental left’s pet cause. This single 

action destroyed thousands of jobs and laid waste to a half 

million acres of the most fertile farmland in America. It is no 

coincidence that four of the ten metropolitan areas suffering 

the highest unemployment rate in the country are all in 

California’s Central Valley.  

 

Meanwhile, up north on the Klamath River, California has 

found a new partnership with the Obama administration as 

they proceed to tear down four perfectly good hydroelectric 

dams capable of producing 155 megawatts of the cleanest 

and cheapest electricity on the planet — enough to power 

155,000 homes. This is due, we are told, to the decline of the 

salmon  population. The Iron Gate Fish Hatchery on the 

Klamath produces 5 million salmon smolts each year – 

17,000 of which return as fully-grown adults to spawn – but 

they don’t include them in the population count. To add 

insult to insanity, when the Iron Gate Dam is destroyed, we 

will lose the Iron Gate Fish Hatchery.  

 

We have the most aggressive mass transit program in the 

country – although we have not added significant capacity to 

our highway system in a generation. Californians 

consistently pay among the highest taxes per gallon of 

gasoline in the country and yet make among the lowest per 

capita expenditures on our roads. And what a surprise: we 

also have among the highest congestion rates in the country. 

 

We have the largest population of illegal aliens in the 

country, consuming somewhere in the neighborhood of $10 

billion in direct state expenditures. A few years ago, the Los 

Angeles County Sheriff reported that fully 25 percent of the 

jail inmates were illegal aliens. For years, California has 

provided in-state tuition for illegal aliens at the expense of  

Continued on Page 7 . . .  
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California taxpayers – and with the signing of the California 

Dream Act four days ago, they will also have access to 

taxpayer-financed grants. Meanwhile, CSU has increased 

tuition 22 percent in just two years. 

 

I’ve noticed a few of you on your cell phones no doubt 

checking to be sure that your return reservations are 

confirmed. 

 

But I need to remind you that the Obama administration is 

pursuing exactly the same policies nationally – and so far 

with the same results. When you step off the plane back in 

your home state, just remember that all your plane trip will 

buy you is a couple of years if we lose the fight in 2012. 

 

The second act of this morality tale is how bad process 

accommodated and amplified bad policy. 

 

The Left loves to throw the term “dysfunctional” at our 

governing institutions. In the last week, the Democratic 

governor of North Carolina seriously opined that we ought 

to postpone congressional elections so that congressmen 

would “do the right thing.” Peter Orzag this week wrote of 

wanting to shift even more decision-making from our 

elected representatives to elitist boards appointed by our 

betters. 

 

We have reached this point not because of a failure of our 

republican institutions, but because of a failure to respect 

those institutions. 

 

Again, California is a pioneer, but the rest of the country is 

fast catching up. In the 1960’s, California’s legislature was 

respected throughout the country as the model for others to 

follow. It was professional, it respected process, and it 

worked. It did a few things, but it did them exceedingly well. 

It left local schools, local governments and local revenues in 

local hands. But beginning in the 1970’s this began to break 

down. 

 

The humility that kept Sacramento from sticking its nose 

into the business of local governments gave way to the 

hubris that the state knew better what was important to local 

communities than those communities themselves. The 

appalling breakdown of federalist principles at the national 

level now geometrically compounds this problem. 

 

But at the core of this breakdown was the abandonment of 

our basic republican structure of government – and it began 

right here. 

Our parliamentary institutions have evolved over centuries 

to distill diverse viewpoints to a common direction within 

constitutional boundaries. When this process is applied, it 

works extremely well. 

 

For a quarter of a century, I watched as these brilliant checks 

and balances that had produced reasonably punctual and 

reasonably balanced budgets for over a century, and 

nurtured the most prosperous economy in the nation, were 

gradually abandoned in the name of liberal efficiency. 

 

Slowly, inexorably, decision-making that had been done 

broadly and independently by the two houses of the 

legislature — involving the active participation of every 

elected representative — was usurped by an extra-

constitutional abomination called the “Big Five.”  

 

See if any of this sounds familiar: The “Big Five” is 

essentially a super-committee that meets behind closed 

doors outside the scrutiny of the public, sidelining the 

legislature, short-circuiting the independent judgment of the 

two houses, and then in the eleventh hour drops its decision 

into the laps of the legislature for a take-it–or-leave it vote 

that cannot even be amended.  

 

I know I don’t have to connect the dots for anybody here. 

Ladies and gentlemen, it does not work. California’s plague 

of chronically late and chronically unbalanced budgets 

coincides quite clearly with the disintegration of the 

legislative process and the replacement of parliamentary 

institutions with handpicked super-committees.  

 

Which brings me to the third act of this Greek Tragedy – bad 

politics.  

 

Last November, while the rest of the country was celebrating 

historic Republican gains (including a shift of 63 U.S. House 

Seats, six U.S. Senate Seats, 680 state legislative seats, 19 

state legislatures and six governors), the statewide 

Republican ticket in California – despite massively 

outspending the Democrats in the best Republican year since 

1938 – lost every statewide race and even lost ground in the 

state legislature.  

 

Republicans nationally now hold more state legislative seats 

than in any year since 1928. In California, they hold fewer 

than at any time since 1978!  

 

That is not because the voting population of California has 

lost its collective mind and it is not because the state is 

divinely ordained to be run by morons.  

 
Continued on Page 8 . . .  
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It happened because Dick Armey is right: “When we act like 

us we win, and when we act like them we lose.”  

Republicans lost the 2006 and 2008 elections not because 

voters abandoned Republican principles, but because they 

looked at the Republicans and concluded that the 

Republicans had abandoned Republican principles.  

During the Bush years, Republicans had increased federal 

spending at twice the rate of Bill Clinton; they left our 

borders wide open; they approved the biggest increase in 

entitlement spending since the Great Society and that turned 

record budget surpluses into record deficits to launch this 

brave new era of stimulus spending.  

 

I last visited with the CNP in Washington in May of 2009. 

What a depressing meeting that was! Obama enjoyed 66 

percent public approval. The week before, a conference of 

self-appointed Republican leaders had concluded that “we 

had to put the Reagan era behind us” and we had to be 

“mindful and respectful that the other side has something 

and that we have nothing and you can’t beat something with 

nothing.” (I won’t mention names, but his initials were Jeb 

Bush.)  

 

Thank God House Republicans didn’t take that approach.  

In the aftermath of that debacle, House Republican leaders 

resolved to restore traditional Republican principles as the 

policy and political focus of the party and they achieved 

something no one at the time thought possible: they united 

House Republicans as a determined voice of opposition to 

the Left and they rallied the American people. Republicans 

rediscovered why we were Republicans, and Republican 

leaders rediscovered Reagan’s advice to paint our positions 

in bold colors and not hide them in pale pastels. 

 

The result was one of the most dramatic watershed elections 

in American history.   California Republicans did exactly the 

opposite, and ended up replaying the disaster of 2008 while 

the rest of the country was enjoying one of the greatest 

Republican landslides ever recorded.  

 

In California, the Democrats attacked Republicans for 

imposing the biggest state tax increase in American history. 

The Democrats attacked Republicans for obstructing pension 

reform to protect the prison guards union. These attacks had 

the unfortunate element of being true.  

 

Meanwhile, the Republican ticket attacked Arizona’s 

immigration law. Republicans attacked the Proposition that 

would have stopped AB 32 – California’s version of Cap 

and Trade. The sad truth is that we were more like the 

Democrats than the Democrats.  

 

A few days after the election, a Republican leader whose 

mission in life has been to redefine the Republican Party in 

the image of Arnold Schwarzenegger said he just couldn’t 

explain the results.  

 

I can. We didn’t need to redefine our principles. We needed 

to return to them. House Republicans did. California 

Republicans did not. Any questions?  

 

Great parties are built upon great principles and they are 

judged by their devotion to those principles. Since its 

inception, the central principle of the Republican Party can 

be summed up in a single word, Freedom.  

 

The closer we have hewn to that principle, the better we 

have done. The farther we have strayed from that principle, 

the worse we have done.  

 

In 1858, Abraham Lincoln warned the nation that two 

incompatible and irreconcilable philosophies, freedom and 

slavery, competed for our future and reminded us that “a 

house divided against itself cannot stand.” “I do not believe 

the house will fall,” he said, “but I do believe that it will 

cease to be divided. It will become all one thing or all the 

other.”  

 

Today two incompatible and irreconcilable philosophies — 

freedom and socialism — compete for our nation’s future 

and the stage is set for one of the greatest debates in the 

history of the American Republic.  

 

We are winning that debate. But we have to stand firm. 

What has happened to California and now is threatening our 

country is the inevitable consequence of bad policy, bad 

process and bad politics – and the good news is, that’s all 

within our power as a people to change.  

 

I believe that if Californians rediscover these self-evident 

truths, Jerry Brown will be to California what Barack 

Obama has been to the rest of the country – a giant wake-up 

call. And if Americans rally behind these truths, together, we 

will write the next great chapter of the American Republic: 

that just when it looked like America would fade into history 

as just another failed socialist state, this generation of 

Americans rediscovered, revived and restored those 

uniquely American principles of individual liberty and 

constitutionally limited government, rallied under a bold 

banner held high by the traditional party of freedom, and 

from that moment America began her next great era of 

expansion, prosperity and influence.   Live version: http://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_QMQ7Rj1E4   
 

Note:  The speech was first published  by  RealClearPolitics (RCP) which  is an 

independent, non-partisan media company that is the trusted source for the best 
news, analysis and commentary. Founded in 2000 by John McIntyre and Tom 

Bevan, Chicago-based RealClearPolitics covers all aspects of the U.S. political 

process including policy, elections and government.          

Freedom vs. Socialism - Show Up! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_QMQ7Rj1E4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_QMQ7Rj1E4
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P.O. Box 13601 

San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 

DONATE!  

We need and appreciate your support!  

Help COLAB protect your property rights!  

COLAB’s mission is to promote the common business interests of its members by providing in-

formation and education on issues which have or may have an impact on its membership.  

To achieve its mission, COLAB will engage in political activities which promote those common business inter-

ests and, in doing so, foster a positive image for agriculture, business, and labor in the community. COLAB 

represents is members before the SLO County Board of Supervisors and any other local or national governing 

body. If necessary, we will take legal or administrative action for the mutual benefit of the members. 

COLAB is a 501 ©(6) non-profit organization. However, by law your donation  is not tax deductible.  

 

 

You may donate by  

sending a check to this address:  

PO Box 13601, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 


